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Sultans, was conquered by Akbar from the latter in a.h. 995.    A coin
in Akbar's name of this year is given in vol. II, p. 195.   It is o£ the
local type current before the conquest.    The earliest Mughal issue
proper from the mint is the square gold coin described in L M C
(p. 52.)
'The capital of Kachemir,' says Bernier (Constable's edition,
p. 397), 'bears the same name as its kingdom/ Beyond the coins
above alluded to there are none in Akbar's name struck at f Kashmir ',
but rupees and copper coins are known from the 'Srinagar* mint.
Whether this Srinagar is the capital of Kashmir, under its ancient
(and present) name or whether it is the capital of Garhwdl is
uncertain. The fact that under pre-Mughal rule Srinagar was called
' Kashmir ' ; the existence of the gold coin of Akbar struck at
e Kashmir ' ; and the uniform use of this name by subsequent
emperors, point to the latter view. The name of Srinagar was
restored to the capital of Kashmir by the Sikhs in 1819. Jahangir
made frequent visits to Kashmir, His early issues were of the
heavy type with the couplet : —
These were followed by the Ilahi variety of 1020 to the end of
the reign. In the fifteenth year, and apparently in one month only,
the Kashmir mint issued zodiacal rupees, a specimen of which is
described under No. 696 with the following couplet : —
1 Money coined in Kashmir was made world-conquering by the light of
the name of Jah£ngfr SUh, (son of) Sh&h Akbar/
Of Shdhjahan only a few specimens are known of the second, or
Il&hi, type — the c square area ' issue being more commonly met with.
Both SMhjahfc and Jahangir struck Nig&rs at Kashmir, but these
rare little coins are not represented in this catalogue. Between
Shihjah&n and Muhammad only a few rupees of Auraagz^b and
Shdh 'Ilam I are known. Muhammad, however, struck gold, silver,
and copper, and the Lahor Museum has three rupees struck in the
name of 'llamgir II, the latest of which is dated 1174— Le. a year
after the Emperor's death. After this date Kashmir became
a Durr&ni mint.
The coins of Sh&h 'ilam II of Srinagar mint (B.M.C., 1158-9)
are undoubtedly issues of Tehri-Garhwal
1 For translation see p. xvi ante.

